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THREE RESIGN

HARRYREASONER: There was anotherdevelopment on.the Watergate
front today, an apparent shakeup in the office of Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski
including several resignations.
ABC’s David Schoumacher has the story.
DAVID SCHOUF~CHER: Two prosecutors resignedtoday, apparently
because they disagreed with chief Prosecutor Leon Jaworski’s decision not to
press for maximum punishment for former Attorney General Richard Kleindienst.
The two who quit, Lawrence Hammond"and Paul Hoeber, were assigned to the ITT
task force in the prosecutor’s office. The chief of that task force, Joseph
Connolly, also resigned last week.
All three men say only that they left as a matter of principle,
apparently because they disagreed with Jav~rski’s handling of the K1eindienst
case. Kleindienst pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor charge earlier this month
for not testifying accurately before a Senate committee. The. prosecutors who ......
quit felt that he should have faced a more serious felony charge, perjury...
But Ja.~orski insisted K1eindienst had suffered enough and had done his best
to resist presidential pressure to drop the ITT antitrust case.
An added element, sources say, was a feeling in the p~osecutor.’s
office that the overall ITT investigation has been slow to develop. Ja~orski
added Richard Davis to the task force recently after Davis successfully prosecute
former White House aide Dwight Chapin. Davis is now in chargeof the ITTunit
and late today Jaworski added two other attorneys .from his staff toreplace
the men who;left.
David Schoumacher, ABC News, Washington.
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April 26, 1995

Professor James Vorenberg
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, MA 02138

Dear Jim,
Just a note to let you know that I now have a contract
with Addison-Wesley in Boston to publish the Cox biography.
I have been relieved from my teaching duties for the fall, so
that I can finish the manuscript by the end of December.
I am now attempting to pick up the pace on research, to
plug up gaps within the next several months.
Last May, you sent me copies of notes from your Watergate
meetings, which have been very helpful. Four pages of notes
relate to a conversation with Elliot Richardson and J.T. Smith
on May 29, 1973. You wrote a note on your May 3rd letter to
me last year: "Please don’t use the notes re: meeting with
ELR (Richardson) without checking with me on interpretation of
notes."
I would like to go over those notes with you if possible
(with my taperecorder on), since they appear i~portant and
much of my Watergate material revolves around the CoxRichardson interplay.
Would it be possible to set up a telephone call to go
over these notes? I am attaching a copy so that you don’t
have to dig them up again. Any time that is convenient for
you should be fine with me.

I hope that all is going well, and that the buds are
sprouting at HLS, since it’s been a long winter (at least here

Professor Jaems Vorenberg
April 26, 1995
Page 2
in Pittsburgh). Thanks for all of your help. You can have
your secretary call (412) 396-6184 and let me know if there
might be a good time for you, at your convenience.

Wa~,~____~ regards,
Ken Gormley
Associate Professor of Law
KG/kk

.......................................

:~ ~ ...........................................................................

Prof. James Vorenberg ’5] (I.), director of the Center for Criminal Justice
and Prof. Phifip B, Heymann ’60 (below) have both been appointed by Mr.
Cox to assist him in organizing his special prosecutor’s staff, which, we
understand, includes several other HL$ alumni attorneys. Both professors
expect to teach as usual at HLS next academic year. Prof. Vorenberg also
has been appointed by President Bok as Master of Dunster House as of
July J.

kl,oS ON NIXON PARDON
STATEMENT RELEASED TO P ~;’~"
SEPTEMBER 8, ]974
] rcgrot that former l~r~:’sidc’rlt I,l.i.:{c}~ was !~ar,,:h:,!!<’d
ndvance of the act:ion of ~ gtar~<’, ]~y ;~(t ~t~’ trial
l~{ c~,:;:~ital:~..~
indictment according to law, ur~*,:~:~,

~}~y

to a free, se]_f-~loverni, ng
1. The guilt or :i.nnocenc{.~ ot ,~t~i.g!~ ~)lf.icii~l
with crime, especially a Pre~:ident,shoul.d be det<:~mined once
and for all by the established proces~" f justice in order
to lay to rest claims of political vendetta, To short-circuit
the process invites endless uncertainty ,:~nd divfsion.
2, It is through the leqa] y,c¢ ,:eedJuqs of grand juries

declares ,tnd vali.dates th~ m,~t ,~,,~ 1{.,.,~1 :;ta~d,~~J~

to their <,hosen officials. ’~o d~.l~.,~l i~ ,. [,r<)~:~)~;s ~-isl.ts
integrity of government.
3. Confidence in tl~e sy~’,tem o-[ justl<::~> de~,en(l.:~ ninon the
assmrance that the law does in tru{ h apply to all men equally~
the highest officials as well as the low]Jest citizens. The
Watergate affair was critical because of the need to reassert
this principle. I fear that the advance pardon, following
the Agnew settlement., will seem to too many to carry the lesson
that the law does not apply equally to those who achieve the
highest offices.

There is room for mercy and no room for vindictivel~ess
in American justice. Once these thcee principles had been
served by submitting the case to tho grand jury and trial
of any indictment, I like most othe,~: Americans would have
welcomed some form of executive cle~nency directed t{> the kind
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

¯ Philip A. Lacovara

FROM

: Peter M. Kreindler~t<

DATE’January ii, 1974

SUBJECT: Production of Evidence to the House Judiciary Committee
(Impeachment Inquiry)
This is a preliminary memorandum, based upon my initial
research on the legal implications of co-operation between this
office and the House Judiciary Committee.
The essential question, as I see it, is what evidence or
other information in our possession properly can be given to
the House Judiciary Committee in aid of its impeachment inquiry. Separate issues are raised depending upon the character
of the evidence. The basic q~estions are whether this office
has authority to disclose information ordinarily considered
confidential and whether it would be improper for this office
to co-operate with the House, either because we are technically
subordinates of the President and owe him a measure of loyalty
or because it would violate the constitutional principle of
separation of powers. These questions apply to all evidence
within our possession. We also must consider the strictures
of Ruie 6(e) of the Federa! Rules of Criminal Procedure, which
prohibits attorneys for the government from disc!osing "matters
occurring before the grand jury." Finally, we must consider
whether we could disclose evidence obtained from the I:~ite House
without affording the President the opportunity to assert that
it is subject to executive privilege.
I have reached the following tentative conclusions:
First, we are under no legal or ethical constraints in
deciding whether to give evidence to the House which was not
received from the Z~ite House and was developed .independently
of a grand jury investigation, unless, perhaps, we hold such
ewidence as a custodian for a witness. Nevertheless, there
are two factors which should be taken into account in determining how much information to disclose and the form of any
disclosure -- the interests in disclosing particular items
must be balanced against the risks of compromisin~ investigations and the risks of creating prejudicial pretr~sl publicity.
Second, we will not be free without a court order to disclose evidence developed before the grand jury. It is my view
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that the House impeachment inquiry is a "judicial proceeding"
within the meaning of Rule 6(e) and, thus, that the Committee
will be able to obtain a court order allowing it access to
grand jury materials. Rule 6(e), however, does not place any
strictures on disclosure of documents submitted in evidence
before the grand jury, as long as the documents are sought for
their independent evidentiary value and not because they are
grand jury exhibits.
Three, it might be improper, but probably not illegal, to
disclose evidence received from the White House, as long as it
is done in compliance with Rule 6(e).
EVIDENCE DEVELOPED INDEPENDENTLY OF
A GRA}~D JURY AND NOT OBTAINED FROM
THE 9~ITE HOUSE
I begin by discussing evidence developed or received
independently of a grand jury investigation and not obtained
from the }’~ite House. This would include information elicited
through office interviews* and FBI field interviews, as well
as information volunteered by informants. The principles
which apply to the disclosureof this evidence apply equally
to other categories of evidence within our possession.
I can envision three possible objections to disclosure -first, that the investigatory files of the Department of
Justice should be held confidentia!; second, that the doctrine
of separation of powers precludes the Department of Justice
from co-operating with a Congressional committee; and third,
that it would be disloyal and thus improper for a subordinate
of the President to fue! an im.peachment effort. Each of these
objections would be frivo!ous as applied to the Special
Prosecutor in the circumstances of this investigation.
The Attorney General has promulgated regulations prohibiting any emp!oyee in the Department of Justice from producing any material contained in the files of the Department

* Rule 6(e) prohibits only "disclosure of matters
occurring before the grand jury." Thus, in my view, it does
not cover interviews conducted in lieu of a grand jury proceeding. See Part II, infra.
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access to certain grand jury materials,* the interests in disclosure will be strong indeed. The country’s interest lies in
the impeachment inquiry proceeding as rapidly as possible. On
the other side of the balance, the interests in secrecy -given the extensive publicity, the public testimony, and the
Senate hearings** -- are not particularly strong. It is not
helpful to speculate on the outcome of any request without
knowing the breadth of the requests, the specific materials
involved and the reasons asserted for disclosure.
llI.

EVIDENCE OBTAINED FROM THE
Z~ITE HOUSE

All the evidence obtained from the White House, whether
obtained pursuant to subpoena or voluntarily, was obtained for
presentation to the grand jury. It is hornbook law that these
documents and recordings remain the "property" of the White
House, and that the prosecution or grand jury holds them merely
as a custodian. See John Rosenblum, Inc. v. Gillespie, 187
F. Supp. 258 (S.D.N.Y. 1960); Application of Bendix Aviation
Corp., 58 F. Supp. 953 (S.D.N.Y. 1945) 1 C. Wright, Federal
Practice and Procedure, Criminal, ~I06, at 172. Accordingly,
the President retains the right to assert any privilege
against disclosure to Congress that he has not previously
waived,*** and he may object to disclosure if White House documents or recordings are soug.ht from us through court proceedings.
United States v. Interstate Dress Carriers, Inc., supra, 280
F.2d at 53; In-re Hearings Before the Committee on B--~ing and
Currency of the Un~’ted States Senate, supra, 19 F.R.D. at 41112.

* Clearly, the Com_mittee’s greatest need will be for
documents and recordings, which are not protected by Rule 6(e).
The Committee may not even desire across-the-board access to
grand jury transcripts.
** For these same reasons, however, it will be difficult
to show a particularized need.
*** The President has waived any claim of the privilege¯
against self-incrimination by not raising such a claim in
answer to our grand jury subpoena or requests for documents
and recordings.
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The President consistently has opposed Senate Select
Committee requests for evidence on the grounds of separation
of powers and executive privilege. Without any statement to
the contracy, and in view of current newspaper speculation,
~e must assume that he will respond similarly to any subpoena
from the House Judiciary Committee. Although, as I will discuss below, these claims would be frivolous, it would be improper for us voluntarily to disclose documents and recordings
obtained from the White House without affording the President
the opportunity to assert the claims. The Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia overruled the President’s claim.
of executive privilege solely as against the grand jury. Nixon
v. Sirica, No. 73-1962, slip op. at 34-35 (D.C. Cir. October
12, 1973). Documents and recordings not received pursuant to
subpoena nevertheless were received pursuant to requests based
upon the needs of the grand jury, and they ~,ere given to us with
the understanding that they would not be public. Therefore,
the President is not forec!osed from claiming privilege against
the House Judiciary Committee.
I say it would be "improper," but not illegal, for us to
disclose.this evidence voluntarily because I do not see any
statutory constraints on disclosure. The situation is analogous
to the attorney-client relationship -- if an attorney violates
the attorney-client privilege~, he is subject to disciplinary
proceedings, but not criminal sanctions. Nevertheless, one
cannot rule out-entirely that disclosure of the tapes received
after hotly contested litigation would be considered contemptuous. I could see an argument made that disclosure to the
House would be abusive of the court’s processes, which compelled disclosure from the President only for use by the grand
jury.~ In the absence of a protective order, I view this as
highly unlikely.
Any impropriety in disclosing evidence obtained from the
White House would be technical and not substantive. The President would not be prejudiced in the least. 97hen one considers
the Court of Appeals decision, it is perfectly clear that a
claim of executive privilege against disclosure to the House
would be frivo!ous. The Court considered the following factors
dispositive in ruling that the recordings relevant to the grand
jury’s investigation must be produced pursuant to the subpoena:
(1) the grand jury, in view of the conflicting testimony, has a particularized
need for the recordings, slip op. at 5;

(2) the President is subject to "routine
legal obligations that confine all citizens~ slip op. at 18;
(3) the grand jury is a "constitutional
fixture in its o}:nn right," slip op. at 21;
(4) the public interest is in the effective functioning of the grand jury, not
in an absolute executive privilege, slip
op. at 31; and
(5) the substantial public testimony about
the conversations diminishes the interest
in maintaining the confidentiality of the
recordings, slip op. at 32.
All of these factors would be fully operative if the House
Judiciary Committee were to request documents or recordings
from the ~,~ite House -- in connection with the impeachment
proceedings. As discussed above, the impeachment process is
the analog of a grand jury proceeding, and the recordings and
documents wil! be equally important to the House in reaching
the proper resolution. The impeachment process is a much a
"constitutional fixture" as the grand jury. Indeed, the court
relied heavily on the Impeachment Clause in concluding that
"incumbency does not relieve the President of the routine legal
obligations thah confine all citizens." Slip op. at 18.
Finally, the public interest in the effective and informed
completion of the impeachment inquiry is at least as great as
the public interest in the effective functioning of the grand
jury.
~here are factors at play which make the House,s case for
disclosure much stronger than the grand jury’s. In opposing
the grand jury subpoena, the President argued that the separation of powers and his own alleged immunity from the criminal
processes precluded grand jury process from issuing against
him. He met the argument that this placed him above the law
by saying he was subject to impeachment. His own position,
then, recognizes "greater standing" by the House to obtain
evidence then the grand jury. Also, the Constitution specifically recognizes the power of the House to inquire into the
activities of the President. This effectively undercuts any
remaining vestiges of the separation of powers as a defense
to the subpoena.
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Finally, potential intrusion into Executive Branch deliberations is much smaller when an impeachment inquiry as opposed
to grand jury investigation is in issue. Here, there is no
fear of abuses by 400 district judges, and disclosure need be
feared only when there is cause to investigate the activities
of the President. Under Nixon v. Sirica, disclosure is justified when the grand jury calls into question the activities of
his subordinates as well. The balance on which the Court of
Appeals focused thus tips moreheavily in favor of disclosure
when the demand is made by the House.
CONCLUSION
The essential question is whether the House will obtain
access to the recordings of Presidential conversations. Other
evidence is insignificant in comparison. The course I would
hope to see followed initially (assuming the White House refuses
to give the recordings to the House voluntarily) is an application
by the House to the court for access to any evidence in our files
relevant to the impeachment inquiry. I view this as the most
expeditious method of resolving any claim of executive privilege.
In addition, it would satisfy any obligation we may have to
afford the President to assert this claim.
I do not believe, however, that the President should be
allowed to maneuver behind the cloak of the grand jury to
avoid disclosure to the House. There are two ways that the
substance of the recordings can be disclosed to the House. The
first is through indictment, which necessarily would entail
public disclosure. The second, which will be discussed in
depth in a subsequent memo, is grand jury presentment. It may
be possible to sea! the presentment, with a court order permitting access to the House. Alternatively, the presentment
could be made public. If the recordings themselves are not
produced to the House, I view these alternatives as the only
ways for the Special Prosecutor to fulfil! his obligations
under the guidelines.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

UNITED STATES OF ~[ERICA
v.
DWIGHT L. CHAPIN,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Criminal No. 990-73

GOVERNMENT MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS
INDICTMENT, OR IN THE ALTEP~ATIVE
TO BAR JOHN W. DEAN III AS A
GOVERNMENT WITNESS AND TO MOTION
TO CHANGE VENUE

The defendant claims that, because of statements made
by the Special Prosecutor on a television interview program,
the indictment must be dismissed, venue changed, or John W.
Dean precluded from testifying at his trial. The claims are
baseless. No comment made by the Special Prosecutor forms
the basis for any such relief.
Statement of Facts
This Court has already denied defendant’s motion to
dismiss the indictment or to change venue in light of alleged
pre-trial publicity, relying on the voir dire of veniremen
as the process by which to screen out any possible jurors who
may have formed definitive opinions about the issues in the
case. Defendant now renews those motions because of certain
comments by the Special Prosecutor on February 3, 1974 I_/
I/ In light of the legitimate public interest in the status of
~atters under the~Special Prosecutor’s jurisdiction, the order
establishing his office provides that "The Special Prosecutor
may from time to time make public such statements or reports
as he deems appropriate." 28 C.F.R. 80.37. The February 3,
1974 appearance on "Issues and Answers" was scheduled by the":
Special Prosecutor and the American Broadcasting Company on
January i0, 1974, and was not intended to deal specifically
with any pending prosecution.

on the "Issues and Answers" interview program relating to
Mr. Dean. An examination of the context in which those
responses were given shows that defendant’s present motions
lack substance.
The responses were not made in an isolated setting.
For several weeks prior to that date statements had been made
in the public press by people seemingly having some access
to evidentiary material held at the White House -- where
defendant was formerly employed in an official capacity -that release of this material would demonstrate that John W.
Dean, a ~rospective prosecution witness, had lied in his
testimony before the Senate Select Committee. Correspondence
had been received from defense counsel in this case indicating,
without giving any source for this understanding, a belief
that evidence did exist showing that Mr. Dean had lied
(Tr. 28). 2--/ And finally when this point was specifically
raised in Court on January 31, 1974, by defense counsel the
Government responded by representing that "based on the
evidence we have accumlated so far, we have no basis for
believing that Mr. Dean has committed perjury in any proceeding."
(Tr. 29). It was against this background that the Special
Prosecutor was asked the questions to which he gave the
challenged responses. On February 4, 1974 the Special Counsel
to the President in turn released a statement that again "
called into question the verocity of the Government witness. 3-/
2/ "Tr." refers to the transcript of the January 31, 1974,
~earing in this case.
3-/ The Special Prosecutor’s office jshares this Court’s concern
that this case be tried fairly in the courtroom on the ]oasis
of the relevant evidence and without mxtra-judicial statements
either praising or damning any.witness. It is for this reason
that the c~’J~ .....~ is ~rc,~:~osin~ a ~-’~’ialor(~,_r
l~" ~rohibitin~
all parties and counsel, and all menbers of the Executive Branch,
from hereafter making extra-judicial statements likely to be
diseminated publicly about the facts of the case or credibility
of the witness, even when only repeating what was said in Court.
-2-

ARGUMENT

The Government submits that defendant’s motions to
dismiss the indic~nent, to preclude John Dean from testifying,
or to transfer venue should be denied for two reasons: (i)
The statements of the Special Prosecutor were not in deliberate
contravention of Local Rule 1-27(c) (3); and (2) the defendant
has failed to show that any inadvertent departure from that
rule resulted in prejudice warranting the invocation of
such severe sanctions as dismissal, or preclusion of an
important Government witness, or change of venue.
First, Local Rule 1-27(c) (3) admonishes prosecutors to
refrain from public communications concerning "(iv) The
identity, testimony, or credibility of prospective witnesses
...; (v) The possibility of a plea of guilty to the offense
charged or a lesser offense; (vi) Any opinion as to the
accused’s guilt or innoncence or as to the merits of the case
or the evidence in the case." A concluding paragraph to that
section of the Rule, however, states that "[t]he foregoing
shall not be construed to preclude the lawyer ... in the
proper discharge of his or its official or professional
obligations ... from quoting or referring without comment to
public records of the court in the case; ..."
The Special Prosecutor’s statements uttered in response
to several questions asked on "Issues and Answers," did not
violate the strictures of Rule 1-27(c) (3). He made no statement concerning the possibility of a guilty plea, and the
assertion that "I can tell you that that is not all of the
evidence" is hardly the type of prosecutorial statement
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relating to "the ewidence in the case" as contemplated by
Rule 1-27(c) (3) (vi). The Special Prosecutor carefully
avoided any allusion to the nature of the evidence in the
Chapin prosecutiont and accurately stated that additional
witnesses will testify at the trial beyond those mentioned
in the question.
Moreover, the Specia! Prosecutor’s answers to questions
concerning the veracity of John W. Dean were expressly based
on statements made in open court by Richard Davis, Assistant
Special Prosecutor, in response to questions raised by
defense counsel. This reference is permitted by the concluding paragraph in Rule 1-27(c) (3) which allows an attorney to
reiterate the substance of statements offered in open court.
Second, defendant has failed to show that the alleged
departure from the Local Rule prejudiced his right to a fair
trial. At most, any departure was margina! and inadvertent.
Cases in this Circuit make it abundantly clear that a
crimina! conviction will not be reversed because of prosectorial
statements made in the presence of the jury unless the defendant
shows that these statements prejudiced his trial. See
Carter v. United States, 437 F.2d 692 (D.C. Cir. 1970) cert.
denied 401 U.S. 920 (1971); United States v. Jones, 433 F.2d
1107 (D.C. Cir. 1970); United States v. Stevenson, 1424
F.2d 923 (D.C. Cir. 1970); United States v. Dews, 417 F.2d
753 (D.C. Cir. 1969); Harris v. United States, 402 F.2d
656 (D.C. Cir. 1968). 4--/ In each of these cases the court
4--/ The disputed statements in each of those cases were far
more inflammatory, and had a considerably greater tendency
to prejudice the defendant’s rights then the responses of
the Special Prosecutor. In Carter the prosecutor made
sarcastic attacks upon defense counse! and defendant; in
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refused to reverse a conviction where an improper statement
was made in the presence of the jury. If a clear showing of
prejudice is necesssary to upset a conviction where an improper
prosecutorial statement has been made directly to the jury,
when the opportunity to affect the defendant adversely is
at its height, then this court should similarly require
defendant to prove that he has suffered substantial prejudice
because of the Special Prosecutor’s remarks before dismissing
the indictment or precluding the use of a particular witness.
The defendant cannot make such a showing. The Special
Prosecutor’s remarks were not inflammatory, did not characterize the defendant or his witnesses as potential perjurers,
and in no way indicated that potential jurors should believe
the government’s witnesses and disbelieve the defense. It is
fair to say that while the whole matter of public debate about
Mr. Dean’s veracity is unfortunate, the issue was not opened
up by the prosecutor and at least as much has been said tending
to undermine this prosecution witness as has been said in his
favor. In addition, it is extremely doubtfu! that a substantial precentage of the potentia! venireman in this
jurisdiction (or elsewhere) were watching the interview program
on which the Special Prosecutor gave the few responses that
are being challenged. 5--/
4-/ (cont.) Jones, the prosecutor claimed the defendant’s
testimony was perjury; in Stevenson, the prosecutor stated that
to believe the defendant the jury must conclude that the police
officers were liars; in Dews, the prosecutor referred to
defendant’s prevarication; and in Harris, the prosecutor told
the jury that if you believe the defendant he will be "pulling
the wool over your eyes ... It is a lie."
5_/ In addition, defendant’s own exhibits indicate, the news
articles generated by the appearance on "Issues and Answers"
emphasized the Special Prosecutor’s comments on the need for
additional information from the Lhite House, and not
assertions relating to John Dean.
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The defendant has not presented any reason for the
court to conclude that the voir dire examination would be
inadequate to exclude any venireman unable "to lay aside his
impression or opinion and render a verdict based on the
evidence presented in court." Irvin V. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717,
723 (1961). The defendant cites no case where the extreme
sanctions of dismissal or barring a government witness have
been imposed for alleged by improper public statements by a
prosecutor, and our research discloses none._6/ The cases
cited by defendant involve instances where the prosecutorial
statements were made during the closing argument to the jury.
There the potential prejudice to the defendant is clear and
direct. An entirely different situation exists where a prosecutor reiterates, two months prior to trial, what had been
said in court in response to a contrary assertion by the defendant, namely that he has no grounds to believe that one of
the government’s witnesses has committed perjury.
Defendant’s additional argument in support of dismissal
of this prosecution -- the alleged violation of the Department
of Justice’s own regulations is also without merit. As the

6--/ We are aware of two cases where defendants claimed that
pre-trial statements by the prosecutor so infected the publicity
as to require dismissal of the prosecution. In both cases
the appellate courts refused to reverse the convictions on the
grounds of prosecutorial misconduct, and in both instances the
Court’s opinions support the position of the Government in the
instant case. In United States v. Pfingst, 477 F.2d 177
(2d. Cir. 1973) the court criticized the Government’s public
announcements concerning an indictment, but refused to reverse
the conviction, noting that the press conference about the
defendant’s indictment did not create a "carnival atmosphere,"
and the trial judge had scrupulosly examined the veniremen on
questions relating to pre-trial publicity. In Gorin %,. United
States, 313 F.2d 641, 645 (ist Ciro), cert. denied, 374
U.S.-~-29 (1963), the appeiiats complai~f--~-~-indic~en~
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heading to the regulations suggests -- "Guidelines to
criminal actions" -- these regulations are designed as a
guide to government prosecutors in balancing the rights of
defendants with the right of the public to be appraised of
criminal investigations and prosecutions. These regulations
were not designed to grant substantive rights to a defendant
in a criminal case. In each case cited by the defendant in
his "Points And Authorities," pp. 9-10, the court found that
the government regulations were a source of rights given to
the class of persons with whom the age ncy dealt. We believe
a reading of these cases and the pertient regulations compels
the conclusion that these guidelines for Government prosecutors
are not intended to grant additional rights to a defendant
whereby the violation of such regulations madates the imposition of a severe sanction on the prosecution.
Moreover, recognizing the exceptional nature of the
investigations assigned to the Watergate Special Prosecution
Force, the Department of Justice regulation establishing this
office provides explicity that the "Special Prosecutor may
from time to time make public such statements or reports as
he deems appropriate ..."

_7/ The Special Prosecutor’s decision

to appear on "Issues and Answers" was an effort to fulfill

6/ (cont.) statement by the Attorney General praising the
~ntergrity of an IRS agent who was a principal witness for the
government. The court concluded that "the publicity complained
of was (not) serious enought to warrant the drastic remedy of
dismissing the indictment, if, indeed, that remedy is available
at all."
7/ 28 C.F.R. ~ 0.77. The Code of Federal Regulations contains
the initial Department of Justice Order, No. 517-73; the
presently applicable order, No. 553-73, is identical to the
original order in this respect.
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this unique responsibility to the public. Out of co-equal
concern for the rights of defendants he sought to be properly
circumspect in his responses to the interviewers’ questions.
Certainty the statements made at that time were within the
contours of applicable Justice Department regulations.
We thus urge the Court to reject the defendant’s motions.
The Special Prosecutor has not violated the terms of Local
Rule 1-27(c) (3), and any publicity generated by the disputed
interview did not substantially prejudice defendant’s right
to be tried before a fair and impartial jury.

Respectfully submitted,

Special Prosecutor

~A. I~hC OVARA
Counsel to the Special
Prosecutor

RICHARD J.
Assistant Special Prosecutor

THOMAS RUANE
Assistant Special Prosecutor

RICHARD D. WEI~’~BERG
Assistant Counsel to
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution
Force - 1425 K Street
Washington, D. C.
Attorneys for the United States
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have caused to be served the
foregoing Memorandum of Law this 14th day of February, 1974,
on counsel for the defendant at the following address:
Jacob A. Stein
Stein, Mitchell & Mezines
1200 Eighteenth Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

UNITE[] STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

DWIGHT L. CHAPIN,
Defendant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Crim. No. 990-73

MEMORANDUM OF LAW

The defendant is seeking a transcript of a tape of a
conversation between John Dean and Richard Mo Nixon, claiming
not that it has any relevance to this case, but that it will
show that Mr. Dean has misstated facts on a totally extraneous
issue. The request should be rejected. The defendant has
been apprised as to all understandings between Mr. Dean and
the Government and to al!ow the defendant the material he seeks
would turn a simple perjury case into a trial of the guilt or
innocence of the figures in the so-called "Watergate" case,
which has no relevance at all to the present indictment.
ARGUMEN T

In seeking access to the March 13, 1973, tape the defendant
relies on cases which hold that a Government witness must be
subject to cross examination as to al! his understandings with
the Government. See, e._~_., Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S.
150 (1972); United States v. Leonard, No. 71-1503 (D. C. Cir.,
January 31, 1974). With this legal proposition the Government
has no quarrel: we have already made such material available
to the defendant.

These cases provide no support, however, for the proposition that the defendant is entitled to litigate, through
the cross-examination of a witness, a set of factual disputes
totally unrelated to the subject of his dJ.rect testimony or
to any issue relating to. the defendant’s own guilt. Such
cross-examinations would simply confuse the issues which the
jury will be asked to determine and therefore should not be
allowed. See, e.g., Howard v. United States, 389 F. 2d 287, 292
(D. C. Cir. 1967); Collazo v. U__n_.~:.~_~_d_+_~+~9_~_e_~s, 196 F. 2d 573, 584
(D. C. Cii-+ 1952). This is especially true in the instant case
since, as set forth in the accompanying affidavit, determination of the veracity of Mr. Dean’s testimony before the
Senate Co~nittee on other matters would require the examination
of not just one tape, but other tapes and evidence as wello We
suggest, therefore, that these issues be left to resolution in
any trials in which they may become relevant and not in this
case.
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Affidavit
Crim. No. 990-73

Richard J. Davis, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
i. I am an Assistant Special Prosecutor in the
office of Leon Jaworski, Special Watergate Prosecutor, and I
make this affidavit in response to the defendant Chapin’s
motions for discovery of Grand Jury evidence and in connection
with his claim that an attorney-client relationship existed
between himself and John Dean.
2. The defendant claims that he is entitled to
examine a transcript of a March 13, 1972 conversation because
he "reasonably believes" it will show Mr. Dean deliberately
misstated matters in testimony before the Senate Select Committee. The alleged misstatement, however, relates in no way
to any testimony or issue relevant to the trial of this case.
3. The Government has formally notified defense
counsel that prior to trial it will make available any information, testimony or document which in any way contradicts
Mr. Dean on matters involving his testimony at the trial of
Dwight Chapin. *_/ We have also formally notified defense

*/ We have also agreed to turn over as Jencks Act material
any portions of any tape which relate to Mr. Dean’s direct
testimony.

counsel that we believe that it would be inappropriate to
seek to try in this relatively straight-forward perjury case
issues relating to the guilt or innocence of others in the
"Watergate" and other unrelated cases.
4. The Government has supplied to defense counse!
a copy of the letter which contains all the understandings
between Mr. Dean and the Special Prosecutor’s office. (A copy
of that letter is attached as exhibit "A" to this affidavit).
That letter makes clear that Mr. Dean may be prosecuted if
evidence is uncovered which shows that he committed perjury
in any proceeding relating to matters within the jurisdiction
of this office. As we advised the court on January 31, 1973
we have uncovered no evidence which shows that Mr. Dean has
committed perjury in any proceeding and no statements have
been made to Mr. Dean that we believe that he has done so.
5. Based on these facts and for the reasons set
forth in the accompanying memorandum of law the defense is not
entitled to ex~nine the material it is seeking since it would
involve litigating matters totally unrelated to the facts of
this case. If, however, this court feels that it would be
appropriate to determine here the issue raised by the defendant,
our investigation demonstrates that it will be necessary to
exam~ine other evidence and tapes of meetings other than the
March 13th meeting to determine whether Mr. Dean made any
material misstatement in his testimony. As we have reported
to the court, our examination of all these materials establishes
that no such misstatement occurred.
B. Attorney-client Privilege
6. The Government intends to offer at trial testimony relating to the substance of the following communications
between John Dean and Dwight L. Chapin:

a) Conversations relating to Mr. Segretti’s
trip to Washington in late June, 1972 prior to his interview
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and to the results
of that interview.
b) Conversations relating to Mro Segretti’s
trip to Florida in August, 1972 prior to his grand jury
appearance and to the results of that appearance.
c) A conversation between them where they
discussed Mr. Segretti’s potential legal problems.
d) The circumstances relating to Mr. Dean’s
receipt of a memorandum dated November 5, 1972 and the contents of that document.
7. While the Government may at trial also offer
other testimony by Mr. Dean, the above sets forth the extent
to which that testimony relates to communications with
Mr. Chapin. We submit, for the reasons set forth in the
previously filed memorandum of law, that none of these Communications fall within any attorney-client privilege.

Subscribed to and sworn to before me on the ~ day of
February, 1974.

\VATERGATE Si~ECIAI-- PROS[-ICUI-ION t:ORCE
1425 K S~reet, N.W.
Washing~ on, D.C. 20005

October 18, 1973

Charles Norman Shaffer, Esq.
Shafier, HcKeever & Vitzp~rhrick
342 }?iu:~~.g c; r f @x’d .... "~ -:RockylilLe, I.ia=??:La<~dt 20850
Dear Sir ~

The GoverNment wil! accept a guilty p!ea from
John W. Dean, l!’.[~ -ho a one count informatio:{z charging
a conspiracy to obstz’uct justice and to defraud the
United States. This wil! dispose of akl other potential charges a~ainst your client which might
arise out of the investigation of the so-called Watergate incident and the el!aged cover-up z-elating thereto,
includiD.g without limitation possible violations of the
Federal Election C~.:paign Act and the Corrupt Practices
Act; but this disposition wi!l not bar prosecution for
perjury should it ever be discovered that your client
has given materially false testimony in connection with
matters within ~e jurisdiction of the Special Natergate
Prosecutor.

The Government wil! join with you in u.rgin.~I -that
Nr. Dean’s sentencing be deferred until after the trial
of others impiicated by 14r. Dean’s testimony and that
Hr. Dean be permitted to remain on bond or on recognizance
pending sentence in order to facilitate his cooperation
with the Government.
This understanding is predicated upon ]4r. Dean’s
complete cooperation with th~ Gover~,~ment, ir.~c.luding the
irmnediate, full and truthful disclosure of ~!..!. information in his possession.
.
Ultimately_., of con. ~.,.. he will
be required to testify as a witness for
"’~’~ respect to "" "
in an], and a!l cases
relevant information. The: extent of his
be brought to the Court’s attention b_y the
fore sentencing.

Archibald Cox
Special Prosec,.
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